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Abstract 

The explosion behavior of n-dodecane has been investigated through experiments 

performed in a closed 5-l cylindrical vessel by varying the concentration of 

(vaporized) fuel in air at two different initial temperatures - 130°C and 160°C. 

From the recorded pressure-time histories, the maximum explosion pressure has 

been quantified. Chemical equilibrium calculations were also run to compute the 

adiabatic pressure. It has been found that, prior to feeding air and igniting the 

fuel/air mixture, the n-dodecane injected into the explosion vessel undergoes 

pyrolysis phenomena that interfere with combustion, thus affecting the performed 

measurements. 

 

Introduction 

Long-chain hydrocarbons have low cost and low environmental impact. 

Furthermore, they can be obtained from renewable organic materials (e.g., 

vegetable and waste oils, fatty acids, etc.) [1,2], and represent an ideal feedstock 

for valuable products such as oxides. 

Among long-chain alkanes, n-dodecane is particularly important. This oily liquid 

of the paraffin series has a wide range of applications also as a solvent, distillation 

chaser, and scintillator component. In addition, it is used as a diluent for tributyl 

phosphate in reprocessing plants [3]. For the safe design and conduction of any 

plants and processes involving n-dodecane, it is essential to fully characterize its 

flammability and explosion behavior. 

Most of the literature studies on the combustion behavior of n-dodecane have been 

motivated by the fact that this alkane is among the major straight-chain paraffin 

components found in diesel and jet fuels and, as such, it has been used as surrogate 

component [4,5]. These studies have been focused on measurements and/or 

predictions of key parameters for engine design and operation, such as laminar 

burning velocity, extinction stretch rate and ignition delay time (see, e.g., [6-9]). 

By contrast, there is a substantial lack of experimental data to estimate 

flammability and explosion parameters of n-dodecane and their dependence on 
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process conditions, as requested by safety engineering when designing new plants 

and processes or operating on existing industrial scales. 

In the work presented in this paper, the explosion behavior of n-dodecane in air has 

been investigated at non-standard temperature conditions. To this end, closed-

vessel explosion experiments were carried out in a 5-l cylindrical chamber. More 

specifically, experiments were performed by varying the concentration of 

(vaporized) fuel in air (i.e., the fuel/air equivalence ratio) at two different initial 

temperatures - 130°C and 160°C. From the recorded pressure-time histories, the 

maximum explosion pressure has been quantified. Chemical equilibrium 

calculations were also run to compute the adiabatic pressure. 

 

Experimental 

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the experimental set-up employed in this study for 

explosion tests. The reactor was a closed cylindrical chamber (volume equal to 5 l; 

length-to-diameter ratio equal to around 3) made of stainless steel AISI 316, with 

pressure equipment directive (PED) certification for maximum allowable working 

pressure (MAWP) equal to 200 bar at 300°C. 

 

 
Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental set-up employed in this work. 

 

Spark ignition was provided at the center of the reactor by using an electric arc 

produced by high-voltage power generator (spark generator produced by Kühner - 

model KSEP 320 - capable to supply 25 kV, 5 mA). The circuit was controlled by 

solid state relays through electrical board. The spark gap was set to 6 mm, and the 

spark discharge time was adjusted to a value of 0.2 s to 1.0 s [10]. 

For pressure measurements, a high-precision KULITE piezoelectric transducer 

(type ETS-IA-375M-350 BARA) was installed at the top of the vessel. A high-

resolution acquisition system (NI USB-6251 - 1.25 MS/s) was employed. The 
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initial temperature of the chamber was obtained by using an external PID-

controlled heater. The gas temperature was checked by a thermocouple (type K) 

positioned at the center of the chamber. 

Mixtures of n-dodecane in air were obtained by using the partial pressure 

methodology. The system was first heated to the desired initial temperature and, 

then, about 20 mmHg (0.027 bara) vacuum was achieved. A sample of liquid 

substance was fed through the sample drum connected to the main chamber (Fig. 

1). Finally, air was added up to reach the initial pressure of 1 bar. 

Experiments were performed by varying the concentration of n-dodecane in air 

(i.e., the fuel/air equivalence ratio, ) at two different initial temperatures - 130°C 

and 160°C. In order to prevent condensation, the partial pressure of n-dodecane 

was kept lower than its vapor pressure [10]. For each experimental condition, at 

least 3 tests were carried out [10]. After each test, an accurate cleaning of the 

explosion chamber was performed to prevent accumulation of soot (on the walls), 

which is formed under the conditions of this experimentation. 

 

Results and Discussion 

In Fig. 2, the explosion pressure, Pex, (mean value and standard deviation) is 

plotted as a function of the fuel/air equivalence ratio, , as obtained from explosion 

tests performed at the initial temperatures of 130°C and 160°C. 
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Figure 2. Explosion pressure (Pex) as a function of n-dodecane/air mixture 

composition (i.e., fuel/air equivalence ratio, ) at the initial temperatures of 130°C 

and 160°C. 

 

At fixed , Pex decreases with increasing temperature. The same trend has also been 

found from closed-vessel explosion experiments involving, for example, isooctane, 

toluene and methanol [11]. Fig. 2 also shows that the increase of temperature 

enlarges the flammability range of n-dodecane on the fuel-rich side. This 
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enlargement is accompanied by a shift of the compositions corresponding to higher 

values of explosion pressure towards fuel-richer conditions, which also results in a 

weaker sensitivity of Pex to the increase of . A range of compositions, rather than a 

unique value of , can be associated with the maximum pressure. This is especially 

evident at 160°C. A similar behavior has also been observed in closed-vessel 

explosions of n-hexane, pentane and LPG [12]. 

In order to gain some insights into the behavior shown in Fig. 2, the adiabatic 

pressure, Pad, was computed from equilibrium calculations performed by means of 

the GASEQ chemical equilibrium program (extended equilibrium scheme) [13]. 

The program was coupled to the thermodynamic data of the mechanism of 

pyrolysis, partial oxidation and combustion of hydrocarbon and oxygenated fuels 

proposed by the CRECK modeling group [14]. Equilibrium calculations were run 

assuming two alternative reaction paths: “oxidation” and “pyrolysis prior to 

oxidation”. In the first case, n-dodecane reacts with oxygen in the air to give full 

oxidation products. In the second case, n-dodecane first undergoes pyrolysis - in 

the absence of air - and, then, the pyrolysis gases, which are composed mainly of 

methane and hydrogen, are fully oxidized in air, whereas the solid phase (carbon, 

C) does not participate in any chemical reaction. Fig. 3 shows the results obtained 

from calculations run by varying , at the initial temperatures of 130°C and 160°C. 
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Figure 3. Adiabatic pressure (Pad) as a function of n-dodecane/air mixture 

composition (i.e., fuel/air equivalence ratio, ) at the initial temperatures of 130°C 

and 160°C: GASEQ calculations. 

 

Regardless of the assumed reaction path, the trend of decreasing pressure with 

increasing initial temperature is confirmed by chemical equilibrium calculations 

and, thus, it can be attributed to thermodynamics. However, when assuming 

pyrolysis prior to oxidation, lower pressures are attained, and the compositions 

resulting in higher values of Pad are shifted towards fuel-richer conditions. 
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The results in terms of maximum pressures and associated  values are 

summarized in Table 1 as obtained from both experiments and equilibrium 

calculations. As previously observed, in the experiments, Pex varies slightly with 

the increase of  (Fig. 2) and, thus, a range of fuel/air equivalence ratios can be 

associated with the maximum pressure. 

 

Table 1. Experimental results in terms of maximum pressure and associated  

values at the initial temperatures of 130°C and 160°C, and corresponding results 

obtained from GASEQ calculations (for the equilibrium calculations performed 

assuming “pyrolysis prior to oxidation”, the CH4/H2 molar ratio of the pyrolysis 

gases is also given along with the composition of the pyrolysis gases/air mixture, 

Pyrolysis_gases/Air, which, as expected, is that of a slightly richer than stoichiometric 

mixture at both the initial temperatures). 

Initial 

Temperature 

[°C] 

Experiments 

Gaseq 

computations 

(oxidation) 

Gaseq computations 

(pyrolysis prior to oxidation) 

 

[-] 

Pmax 

[bar] 
 

[-] 

Pad_max 

[bar] 
 

[-] 

Pyrolysis_gases/Air 

[-] 

CH4/H2 

[-] 

Pad_max 

[bar] 

130 1.30-1.50 5.37 ± 0.05 1.30 7.56 1.70 1.17 1.05 6.63 

160 1.65-1.80 5.16 ± 0.07 1.30 7.08 1.70 1.19 0.95 6.18 

 

The experimental values are always lower than the computed values. This is surely 

due to the effect of heat losses towards the external environment. However, the 

differences between the experimental data and the results of equilibrium 

calculations decrease when assuming that pyrolysis occurs prior to oxidation. 

Moreover, the experimental values of  corresponding to the maximum pressure 

are in between the “oxidation” value and the “pyrolysis prior to oxidation” value, 

and closer to this latter in the case of 160°C. Thus, it can be inferred that pyrolysis 

plays a role in determining the behavior shown in Fig. 2, and that this role 

increases with temperature. In other words, due to the high temperatures, prior to 

feeding air and igniting the fuel/air mixture, the n-dodecane injected into the 

explosion vessel undergoes pyrolysis. This is a reactive process that interferes with 

combustion and changes the flammability and explosion properties of the studied 

n-dodecane/air mixtures. 

On the basis of these results, it can be expected that pyrolysis also affects the 

flammability and explosion behavior of long-chain hydrocarbons others than n-

dodecane involved in industrial processes at high temperature and, thus, it should 

be taken into consideration when addressing safety-related issues. 
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